
Types of pupilsA bully

A class leader

A teacher’s pet

A know-it-all

A nerdA class joker

A class weirdo

A trendy

A swot

A preppy
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Match the verbs with the 
definitions.= to be thinking when you should be 

concentrating 
on something else= to skip a class / not to go to 
class

= to say that someone is responsible for 
something

= to steal from a 
shop

= to randomly draw on 
books

= to inform someone about something 
bad 

that other people have done

to 
blame
to 
day-dream
to 
doodle
to skive 
off
to 
snitch
to 
shoplift
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Match the words with the 
pictures.

an estate 
agent

a drawing 
pin

a coat 
hook

pant
s
a pencil 
case
a 
pitch
a 
puddle
a 
ruler
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likes to 
dominate and 

lead

may suffer 
from mental 

disorders

shows poor 
performance at 

PE lessons

likes taking 
detailed notes

spends lessons 
day-dreaming

can be a victim 
of cruel jokes

loves to help 
the teacherplays cruel 

jokes on 
weaker 

students

plays tricks on 
teachers

puts the 
victim’s pants 

over a coat 
hookloves to amuse 

classmates by 
silly tricks

throws stolen 
books in a 

puddle

snitches on 
classmates

often gets into 
trouble

frequently 
boasts about 
good marks

always turns 
up at school 
neat and tidy

always puts his 
or her hand up

usually has 
supportive 

parents

spends all time 
doodling

frequently 
skives off

enjoys 
gossiping 
about the 

others

wears a special 
uniform to be 

identified easily

wears designer 
clothes serving 

as upper 
middle-class 

status symbols

wants to 
become CEO of 
a multinational 

company

is 
self-confident 

and 
money-motivat

ed

controls class 
by deciding who 
their best friend 

is

is often an 
overachieveris often overly 

friendly which 
may consider a 

fake

often listens to 
obscure music

gets straight 
A’s

likes throwing 
paper airplanes 

around the 
class

thinks he or 
she is better 
than the rest



Have you ever skived off?Has anybody snitched on your classmates?What performance do you usually show at school?Do you ever spend lessons day-dreaming or doodling?Do you enjoy gossiping about the others?Do you ever boast about good marks?
Do you frequently put your hand up 
when the teachers asks a question?
Click on a star and answer the question. 

You should talk non-stop for 30 sec.
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